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Instructions 
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1. Carefully cut out the twenty flag cards, the twenty country name 

cards, the seven continent cards and the two hemisphere cards.  

You may laminate the cards atop cardboard if you’re going to be 

using them with multiple students in a classroom setting.  

2. On a desk or tabletop, lay down the two hemisphere cards side 

by side, leaving a little room between them. 

3. Place the seven continent cards underneath the hemisphere 

cards depending on what hemisphere the continents are in.  For 

example, place North America under the Northern Hemisphere 

card. 

4. Match a country name card with its corresponding flag card (this 

might require some studying by your students to memorize which 

flags belong to which countries beforehand.  Then, place the 

country card and its flag card under their corresponding continent 

card.  For example, place Ireland and its flag under the Europe 

continent card, under the Northern Hemisphere card. 
 

Good luck and have fun! 
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Mathbooking is a creative cross between mathematics and 

scrapbooking.  With Mathbooking, children can start to learn 

about mathematics in a fun and stimulating environment.  Here 

is a free Leap Year Journal with creative math questions for 

your children or students to answer. 

The Spaceship Addition Math 

Craft Workshop is a unique way to 

learn addition.  Cut out the colorful 

spaceship parts and assemble 

them together, then figure out 

how much the pieces of the ship 

add up to.  Then have your stu-

dents create a space scene to hang 

on your classroom wall. 

Here are 52 free cursive writing worksheets for your children or 

students to use to learn and practice cursive writing.  Each upper 

and lower case letter has a page in which to practice handwriting 

each letter and a page with fun activities for your students to 

complete. 

Find more free worksheets at Mixminder.com 

Mixminder is a husband and wife team dedicated to providing free curriculum, worksheets 

and activities for teachers, homeschoolers and parents of public and private school children.  

We design all of our own activities and create all of our own artwork. 
 

We’d love to have you visit us at our site:  http://mixminder.com 

And join us on our Facebook page:  http://www.facebook.com/mixminder  
 

Here are some more free activities that your students may enjoy: 

http://mixminder.com/mathbooking-leap-year-journal/
http://mixminder.com/mathbooking-leap-year-journal/
http://mixminder.com/spaceship-addition-math-craft-workshop/
http://mixminder.com/spaceship-addition-math-craft-workshop/
http://mixminder.com/cursive-handwriting/
http://mixminder.com/cursive-handwriting/
http://mixminder.com/mathbooking-leap-year-journal/
http://mixminder.com/cursive-handwriting/
http://mixminder.com/spaceship-addition-math-craft-workshop/
http://mixminder.com
http://www.facebook.com/mixminder

